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Stuart Walsh

A few notes on the fairy bells

A series of advertisements from R. Cook and Co. appeared in London newspapers in 1871.
This is from the Daily Telegraph and Courier (London), 27 October:

another:
FAIRY BELLS, FAIRY BELLS.- These instruments, the greatest novelty of the age, are
admired by all who hear them. Any one [sic] can at once produce enchanting
imitations of a peal of bells: other tunes can also be played. No wedding, garden or
water party should be without one. 10s. 6d each.- R. COOK and CO., 133 Fenchurch
street.1

and a third, aiming at a slightly different audience:

NO THEATRE or MUSIC HALL should be without a set of FAIRY BELLS. Any one [sic]
can at once produce enchanting imitations of a Peal of Bells and other
extraordinary effects. Numerous tunes can also be played on them... etc 2

Richard Cook was a 'pianoforte-maker' active c. 1862-84 in London and later in Addiscombe,
Surrey. According to the Oxford Companion to Musical Instruments (Baines ed. 1992, p.34)
R. Cook and Co. made fairy bells from 1864 but there are no mentions before 1871 in the
British Newspaper Archives (as it currently stands3). These first advertisements are all in
London newspapers but by 1874 the instrument appears in newspapers in different parts of
the country.
What is this instrument? Or, what are fairy bells? The advertisements have no illustrations
of the instrument but one mentions a 'set of Fairy Bells' which suggests that it is a collection
of things. But only rarely is the instrument described as 'a set of fairy bells' (or 'box of fairy
bells'), usually the instrument is simply; the fairy bells or the Fairy Bells or the 'fairy bells', a
singular object with a plural name.

Later advertisements from R. Cook and Co. mention a few more details: '...sound delightful
if played with the pianoforte', 'Any person can perform tunes in half an hour after reading
instructions', 'Price 12s 6d; 10 notes' [10 notes = 10 strings] and finally, what today would
be called an 'advertorial' (i.e. an advertisement presented as a news story):
FAIRY BELLS.- A novelty in musical instruments has been introduced to the attention
of lovers of sweet sounds. They require little dexterity in playing them and form
agreeable accompaniments to the pianoforte. Alone they will be found invaluable
adjuncts to a picnic, garden or water party; indeed they would be the very best of
properties for amateurs at private theatricals or drawing room charades or any other
similar kinds of entertainments. They can be made to imitate the sound of a peal of
bells heard from a distance or such pleasant music as is produced by several bells of
different sizes. Mr R. Cook, of Fenchurch-street, has a variety of these fairy bells at
his musical depot where the effect of their charming modulation can be heard.
They are quite within the means of any private individual.4

A new series of advertisements from R. Cook and Co. appeared in 1877, rather like a relaunch for the fairy bells. The bold claims in the earlier advertisements that anyone can play
'at once' or 'in half an hour after reading instructions' has now gone up to an hour's
practice:

The fairy bells, a New Musical Instrument that any one can play, after one hour's
practice, any Tune or the Imitation of Cathedral Chimes, is truly marvellous...5

By 1872 advertisements place the fairy bells alongside more conventional musical
instruments:6

It is impossible now to know about the domestic existence of the instrument as it was
played in homes and at parties and picnics, but the fairy bells is mentioned hundreds of
times in local newspaper reports (and in newspaper advertisements selling musical
instruments). The most frequent newspaper reporting of the fairy bells is in local reports of
what were usually called 'entertainments'; gatherings of people in a district or village to see
and hear amateur performances. The items in an 'entertainment' could include readings,
recitations, sketches, songs, instrumental performances and sometimes other sorts of
entertainment such as ventriloquism and conjuring. A Parish Guide7 from the 1870s advises
that one kind of entertainment, a 'penny reading', should have about fifteen items. A fairy

bells performance would typically have been quite short and given alongside other forms of
entertainment.

Figure 1: Penny Reading, Aldershot 1872. This illustration is probably showing a singer with
the accompanist for that evening's 'entertainment' (the accompanist was usually, but not
always, a pianist).

Below is a list of items at a Popular Reading in Weston-super-Mare Assembly Rooms,
October 1880.8

The formula: 'Mr So and So gave a selection on the fairy bells' is repeated over and over
again in local newspaper reports of 'entertainments'. (In the 1870s and 1880s the performer
was almost always male). Surprisingly often the report is favourable to the performer and
his performance although he is playing a simple, novelty instrument alongside singers and
other musicians playing conventional instruments such as the piano, violin or cornet. There
are more reports of female players from the 1890s and later into the 20th century but the
basic formula for reporting remains: 'So and So gave a selection on the fairy bells.'
Local newspaper reports sometimes give more details about the instrument itself:
'Br. J. Ansford treated the company to a solo on a peculiar instrument called the box
of fairy bells.'9
'.. a weird but melodious instrument called "fairy bells"...' 10
'Mr. Robinson had also another treat in store for the audience, who were highly
delighted with the music of his fairy bell, which was called to all appearance by
simply swinging the box from side to side, the sweetest church bell music being
produced by this means.'11

Sometimes the instrument was described as a kind of zither:
'The fairy bells (a modification of the zither)...'12
'...a kind of zither..'13
'...swinging zither...'14
'.. a curious instrument something like a zither enclosed in a wooden box... 15

Sometimes the instrument was thought to be an aeolian harp:
'.. the "fairy bells" ...an Aeolion [sic] harp...'16
'...of oblong shape, with eight strings, not unlike an Aeolian Harp...' 17

Number of strings/wires:
'the event of the evening, however, was a recital on an instrument of eight strings
called the "fairy bells" .'18
'... a curious 8-stringed instrument...'19
'.. the "fairy bells", a sweet instrument of ten natural notes.'20
'.. a ten-stringed instrument which she named the "fairy bells" 21

Playing method:
'The fairy bells , a kind of musical box, from which a variety of sweet music was
produced by a swinging motion given to it by the performer. A more charming
entertainment of the kind could scarcely be provided.'22
'The fairy bells consisting of strings in a small oblong case on which he played as he
waved it.'23
'You play the "fairy bells" by flicking the wires with the tips of the fingers [thumbs
must be meant, not fingers] at the same time giving the instrument a circular or
swaying movement rather swiftly.'24
'The music is played by rotating the box with two hands and plucking the strings with
the thumbs.'25

Newspaper reports can give a more vivid impression of the instrument as it was being used
by performers and as it was experienced by audiences than is possible from simply looking
at museum exhibits or photographs of surviving examples . Of course these local
newspaper reports are likely to have been written by musically unsophisticated reporters
who are reporting musically unsophisticated 'entertainments'; performances wholly, or
mainly , of amateurs giving 'turns'. Nevertheless from the descriptions so far we can see
that the instrument is a form of plucked zither with eight or ten strings. Unlike a zither or a
dulcimer the wires are inside the box and the strings are manipulated through an opening.
The strangest characteristic of the fairy bells is the manner of play; the performer swings it,
waves it, or even rotates it while playing.
Some examples of the fairy bells have survived and museums and scholarly reference
sources today classify this instrument as a form of bell harp, and often describe it as a
simplified revival of an 18th century instrument invented by John Simcock. Instruments
similar to Simcock's in the 18th century were called bell harps but Simcock invented the
English Harp not the bell harp. I have not seen, so far, any use of the term bell harp to
describe the fairy bells other than in mid 20th century, and later, sources.
Not only are there a few surviving examples in museums, some are still in general circulation
and come up for sale from time to time. I have an anonymous 10-string model (maker
unknown) with a sliding top. It is a very simple instrument.

Figure 2: 10-string fairy bells (maker unknown) with a sliding lid. Most lids were simply
screwed on.

Figure 3: The same instrument with the lid removed.

Overall length: 65 cms Width: 16.5 cms Depth: 5.8 cms Max string length: 55.5 cms Min
string length: 24 cms
The fairy bells (along with the bell harp and English Harp) may be unique in having the wires
inside the box rather than on a soundboard on the top of the box. The sound comes from
sound holes in the lid of the box.
These instruments are rather like two slightly different-sized 'zippy zithers', with one the
mirror of the other. The highest notes of each 'zippy zither' (or each half of the fairy bells)
are in the middle of the instrument. This, no doubt, makes a more balanced instrument for

swinging and rotating. If the stringing were the usual arrangement with low strings moving
left-right to high strings, the left hand side would be heavier than the right hand side.

In his article “The Mythology of the English Harp.” (The Galpin Society Journal, vol. 31, 1978,
pp. 29–35) Eric Halfpenny briefly discusses the fairy bells (without fully realising that that
the 'small rectangular harps' were actually called fairy bells). In this article Halfpenny
identifies only two sizes: an 8-string version with a scale from C-C and a 17-string version
with a scale from C-E (ten diatonic notes plus five chromatic notes). There were 10-string
versions too, like mine, and as described in newspaper reports and in advertisements. The
10-string diatonic model also has a scale from C-E (a range of a tenth).

Figure 4: A rare 17-string model.
Cook's 17-string model still has a range of just a tenth from C-E. The chromatic notes are
placed further away from the diatonic strings on raised, round-headed screws. This
instrument could be played just like an ordinary 10-string model but the thumbs could reach
forward for an occasional sharp or flat. Note also that the bridge has been carved and
shaped.

Figure 5: Two 10-string models
Unlike the instrument in Figure 4 with a carved, shaped bridge the instrument on the left
appears to have a thin metal strip on the bridge. The right hand instrument appears to have
a thin metal bridge too. The point of having a carved, shaped bridge as on the instrument in
Figure 4 is not obvious. It has the effect of slightly lengthening the lower strings on each side
but that could more easily have been achieved by altering the positions of the tuning pins
on the wrest planks. Nevertheless other instruments have this same carved and shaped
bridge. The instrument on the left has the remains of a strap for holding the instrument.

Occasionally in classified advertisements there are references to fairy bells with 12 strings,
14 strings, 15 strings and 16 strings. For example, a classified advertisement from the
Lennox Herald (15 July, 1890). 'For Sale I set fairy bells 14 strings, almost new'.

Figure 6: A 14-string model

This 14-string instrument in Figure 6 is clearly diatonic (compare Figure 4). The 12-string,
14-string, 15-string and 16-string models may all be purely diatonic with an increased range
of notes but it is possible also that some have a compass of just a tenth from C-E with some
additional chromatic notes, like the R. Cook and Co. 17-string model.
Some of the melodies played on the fairy bells mentioned in newspaper reports can't be
played on an instrument with a range of a tenth. A 12-string model would considerably
increase the number of melodies that could be played on it, but would make little difference
to the instrument as an imitator of bells. It is possible that the 8-string (C-C) and 10-string
(C-E) were the most common. A brief guide to making the fairy bells in the Sheffield
Telegraph in 1895 claims that these instruments can have eight, ten, twelve or fifteen
strings but only gives instructions for the 8-string version.
The fairy bells seems to be no more than a simple zither (or psaltery) with a restricted range
of notes. Nevertheless familiar melodies like Believe Me if all those Endearing Young
Charms, Annie Laurie and Home Sweet Home do fall within just one octave and could be
played even on an 8-string model. (These are sometimes mentioned in newspaper reports
of the tunes played by performers of the fairy bells). As shown earlier in the advertisements
from 1871 the instrument was initially marketed as an instrument for imitating bells, peals
and chimes and only secondarily as an instrument for playing tunes.

Richard Cook was not the only maker of fairy bells and some players built their own
instruments. Compared to other musical instruments they are simply constructed with plain
wood, glue and screws and very little ornamentation.

Figure 7: a) R.Cook and Co. b) unknown c) Van Gruisen and d) unknown

Surprisingly, they were sometimes more expensive than dulcimers. For example, the Stainer
Manufacturing Company had an advertisement in the Penny Illustrated Paper for October 4,
1890: 'fairy bells, 8s 6d.' and 'Dulcimers, 4s 6d., 6s., 8s.'
The 'pianoforte maker' and music seller Van Gruisen of Liverpool also made them. The most
frequently mentioned player in newspaper articles Mr. Hargreaves Gill spent much of his
life in Liverpool and his performances and popularity may have encouraged Van Gruisen to
manufacture and sell fairy bells.

Figure 8: A 10-string model by Van Gruisen

After R. Cook and Co. stopped advertising the instrument, fairy bells appear in general
advertisements alongside other musical instruments and without attribution of maker.
Music shops continued selling fairy bells long after R. Cook and Co. had ceased production
and fairy bells were played long after Victorian times.
The fairy bells looks more like a typical Aeolian harp; simply a long rectangular box with
strings running along it. But the Aeolian harp requires no technique other than placing it by
a window for the wind to strike the strings.

Figure 9: Aeolian harp

Zithers and dulcimers are also little more than boxes with wire strings but these
instruments are placed on a table (or sometimes on the lap) to be played. The technique of
the fairy bells is very different and possibly unique for a zither instrument.

Eric Halfpenny (ibid) writes: 'The method of holding and playing the instrument has been a
source of considerable puzzlement to almost every commentator'. At this point he is
discussing John Simcock's English Harp of the 1760s. (As I have already noted, scholarly
sources today use the term 'bell harp' for both the 'English Harp' and the fairy bells.)

Figure 10: An English Harp with the lid off and on.

The most obvious and distinctive similarity between the English Harp and the fairy bells is
that the strings (arranged in courses on the English harp) move up a scale from left to right
for only half way across the instrument. On the right hand side the notes continue to ascend
a scale going from right to left towards the middle of the instrument.
But the English Harp has many more strings than the fairy bells , three or four per course
and a wider range of notes of at least two octaves. Even with light brass wires the
instrument would be a somewhat heavier instrument than the fairy bells, especially when
being swung.
Halfpenny quotes Anthony Baines as an example of someone who has been confused by
the manner of playing the instrument. In the Catalogue of Musical Instruments in the
Victoria and Albert Museum, Part 2 (1968 p.72) Baines writes that the strings 'are struck
with the fingers or thumbs.': and on p.75: 'It is said that the bell harp was held by the fingers
and struck by the thumbs...[but it]...must have been swung between the thumbs and struck
with the fingers' and in European and American Musical Instruments (1967) Baines writes
that: 'It is sometimes stated that bell harps were swung between the fingers and plucked
with the thumbs but on no type does this appear to be practicable.'

Halfpenny (ibid) uses the example of a how a fairy bells would have been played to explain
the playing technique of Simcock's English Harp. He found an eye witness account in a letter
in a Warwickshire Museum of someone remembering his grandfather playing the fairy bells.
This account explains the manner of holding and playing the fairy bells and perhaps, as
Halfpenny believes, it explains the manner of holding and playing the English Harp.
Apparently they [grandfather and grandfather's brother] started playing very softly,
swinging it pendulum fashion...and... then swinging it round and around clockwise
using the thumbs to pluck the strings....
Halfpenny concludes:
The instrument is then held downwards at arms' length in front of the player's
knees and swung from side to side across his front while the thumbs pluck the
strings.
Some of the instruments made by R. Cook and Co. actually have an illustration of a man and
a woman holding the instrument and and playing with the thumbs. The woman has been
captured, as it were, in the middle of swinging the instrument. She is not merely swinging it
like a pendulum, the instrument is higher than her shoulder.

Figure 11

Figure 12: Two men c.1900, holding the instrument with thumbs ready to play. (the photo
also shows a dulcimer, three ocarinas and some sort of tubular bells or chimes

It is surprising that in the 1960s Anthony Baines was confused about the manner of playing
the fairy bells. There is at least one report of the instrument being played in 1961, and
several reports of elderly people still playing these instruments in the 1950s.
It's tempting to ask the question: does the instrument actually sound like bells? Obviously a
small instrument of wood and wires cannot possibly sound like mighty church bells. But R.
Cook's advertisements only ever claimed that the fairy bells could imitate bells, not that
they sounded exactly like them.
For most of us today, church bells barely exist as part of our environment except as a rare
sound, but the situation would have been different in the past. The competent player of the
fairy bells might have successfully imitated church bells and chimes and peals as they
sounded to people at the time who were very familiar with those sounds as part of ordinary
experience. For example, newspaper reports sometimes say that the fairy bells player
entertained the audience by successfully imitating chimes in local churches in the player's
locality.
One of the earliest advertisements quoted above, claims that the fairy bells 'can be made to
imitate the sound of a peal of bells heard from a distance', as if that sound was particularly
evocative and would attract people to buy the instrument. Newspaper reports often claim
that the fairy bells' player does achieve this successfully.
Today we have recorded sound which to our ears is very accurate and we have ways of
manipulating sounds which were unknown in the earlier years of the popularity of the fairy
bells. Gramophones only start to be mentioned in newspapers around 1900 (and the playing
of gramophones was itself sometimes an item in an 'entertainment'). What might sound to
us today as a rather feeble attempt to imitate the sound of bells might have seemed much
more impressive to audiences in the past.

Nevertheless, how could the fairy bells, a little box with a few wire strings, do a better
imitation of bells than any other musical instrument? Dulcimers and zithers were popular at
the time and they too are also boxes with wire strings. Dulcimers, for example, have
multiple courses of wire strings and the whole instrument vibrates when the strings are
struck with the hammers. Wouldn't a peal or a chime of bells be more impressive played on
a hammered dulcimer than on the single plucked strings of the fairy bells?
Evidently not and the only answer can be the strange undulating or whooshing sound when
the fairy bells is being swung or waved or rotated as it is being played. Unusually for a zither
instrument the strings are inside the box and the sound emerges from the sound holes on
the top of the instrument. A hammered dulcimer is quite different; the entire set of strings
is exposed and the instrument is played on a table or stand and cannot be swung or rotated.
Perhaps too, the spectacle of a person swinging the instrument would have added to the
overall impression of bells being sounded.
Playing the instrument and swinging it does produce a rather strange undulating or
whooshing sound. Today it is so easy to create all types of sound effects electronically and
digitally and it's hard to imagine how people in the past could have been so impressed by
the simple act of waving an instrument about. The fairy bells is a sort of pre-digital, preelectronic, pre-electric, non-mechanical effects device.
Despite the claims of R. Cook's advertisements that anyone can instantly play the
instrument, my own experience is that it not quite so easy. It is important not to use 'rest'
(apoyando) strokes. The strings must all be free to vibrate at all times. Moving up or down
the scale is contrary to all experience on similar instruments. Playing a scale upward on my
10-string model, the lower five notes, C-G are played with the left hand thumb moving, as
usual, left to right. The remaining five more notes, A-E, are played with the right hand
thumb now moving from right to left. It's an unusual and unfamiliar way of playing a scale.
Playing simple melodies or chimes is not difficult but it feels very odd. It feels even odder
and it is definitely more difficult to stand, play and swing or rotate the instrument.
Playing the bell harp by swinging or swaying it is clearly described in several places in the
eighteenth century.26 Nevertheless the 18th century bell harp remains quite a mysterious
instrument. This curious playing technique is the essential feature of Simcock's English harp,
the bell harp and the fairy bells.
There are many reports of fairy bells' players charming and delighting audiences, and of
audiences listening with rapt attention . Of course the person reporting, a member of the
local community and member of the audience, will write with a presumption, other things
being equal, of the success of the evening and the pleasures had by the audience.
Nevertheless, the fairy bells performance is often singled out from the other items of the
entertainment:
'Mr. James Prestidge... brought the house down with a perfect furore of
applause.'27
'...the solos on the concertina and fairy bells each call[ed] forth quite an ovation'28
'Mr. Netherwood...created quite a sensation amongst the audience..'29

'...[it]...produced a thrilling effect on the minds of the audience'30
And this impressively hyperbolic quotation was used in advertisements for concerts in which
Mr. Hargreaves Gill was to appear:

Figure 13: Manchester Courier and Lancashire General Advertiser 11 April 1877

The following quotations from newspaper reports even suggest that the fairy bells emitted
sounds just by swinging them:
'Bro. Hargreaves Gill of Liverpool...with his marvelous fairy bells...the bells are
arranged in a frame and when moved by the performer produce the most
delicious sounds.' 31

and to repeat a quotation from earlier:
'...the music of his fairy Bell was called to all appearance by simply swinging the box
from side to side, the sweetest church bell music being produced by this means.'11

From the early 1900s to the 1940s, several generations of Dr Barnardo's Musical Boys
toured the country. They played a large variety of instruments including the fairy bells and
introduced it to audiences as a mystery instrument.32

Figure 14: Kirkintilloch Gazette 22May 1936
The main feature that makes the fairy bells different from a simple zither (or psaltery) is that
it is supposed to imitate bells, peals of bells and chimes. For a brief time the instrument was
described in some advertisements (in 1874) as 'Oxford Chimes, or fairy bells'.
Perhaps it was the imitations of bells that elicited such positive reactions from audiences
more than the performances of popular tunes, or perhaps it was the combination of both,
but the imitation of bells was the crucial element. Fairy bells' performances were quite rare
and therefore novel events at local 'entertainments'. As I have said, they would usually
have been just one part of an 'entertainment' with many different performers (playing
music, giving recitations etc. and again would have stood out as being quite different from
normal fare.
Some of the reports of bells' imitations are quite surprising, even taking into account these
are very local, amateur 'entertainments':
'A performance on the "fairy bells", by Mr. H. Wood, who in a very clever
manner played numerous changes on the instrument, representing the sound of
church bells at various distances, which received loud applause.' 32
'By swinging it in the air as he [Mr. R. Penny] played upon it, he secured the peculiar
blending of sounds which is noticeable when bells are heard at a distance. The
imitation of bells in the distance with their sound blown about by the wind was so
fine that the audience called for a repetition.'33
'The performance of Mr. E. Whitbread with his "fairy bells" including "changeringing", "firing" and "chiming" was much enjoyed and met with a rapturous encore
with which he complied.'34
'...the "fairy bells", [is]an instrument of wires by which the performer can represent
church bells as if they were miles away and gradually bring them nearer and
nearer.'35
'Mr. Rose gave a display on the "fairy bells", imitating in a perfect way the chimes on
different sets of bells - eights, sixes, fives and fours; he afterwards gave a
representation of how the various chimes were managed in this and adjoining
villages...which caused roars of laughter.' [?] 36

'In the distance could be plainly heard the quick chiming of the country church bell,
reminding one of a Sunday morning, while in a short time afterwards the scene was
changed and the ear was attracted by the sharp, awe-inspiring sound of the fire
bell.' 37
'Solo fairy bells, Change-Ringing and Chiming...' 38
'Mr. Parker. junior, followed on with a selection on the "fairy bells", the triple bob
major fairly fetching the audience.' 39

The fairy bells, to the satisfaction of some audiences at least, can imitate cathedral and
church bells and other kinds of bells. In some way performers are making the bells sound
distant or near. Furhtermore, some performers are imitating the peculiarly English practice
of change-ringing.
Reports over many decades occasionally mention the performer creating the sounds of bells
both near and far away. Was this simply the performer playing loudly and quietly perhaps
with a sort of running commentary such as: "In the faraway distance we can faintly hear
church bells..." and then the performer simply played very quietly? Or, for distant bells,
perhaps the player was more physically distant from the audience, even offstage perhaps?
Yet newspaper reports over many decades describe fairy bells' performances as 'clever', as
in 'clever manipulation of the fairy bells'. To simply play loudly or quietly, or simply move
onstage from offstage isn't obviously 'clever'.
A number of newspaper reports mention the crescendos and decrescendos of some players.
For example, 'the diminuendo and crescendo of the bells was finely done, showing a most
skilful touch.' Another example is the eye-witness account given in Eric Halfpenny's article
mentioned earlier, '[they] started playing very slowly, swinging it pendulum fashion, and
gradually rise to a crescendo then swinging it around and around clockwise, then slowly and
softly again' (ibid).
I don't know of any acoustic effect whereby swinging and rotating the fairy bells at speed
could actually increase the volume of sound produced by the instrument. The most likely
explanation is that the player just played with increasing forcefulness and, as a spectacle, it
could seem like the motion was causing the increase in volume.
'Firing' is sometimes mentioned. As a feature of bell ringing this is where all the bells are
sounded at once, or almost simultaneously in an ascending sequence. They may be played,
for example, as a celebratory sound at weddings. The result is a sort of tone-cluster and it is
definitely not easy for bell ringers to play accurately either as a simultaneous sound or a
rapid upward scale.
Playing descending sequences (known as 'rounds') is very easy on the fairy bells and
probably the first thing that a player learned to play. Each thumb simply sweeps over the
strings from the middle outwards. But 'firings' are ascending sequences and not so
straightforward. Perhaps the fairy bells' player simply swept all the strings with no attempt
to produce a rapid upward scale. Perhaps the player used the right hand thumb to quickly
sweep over the strings on the left hand side of the instrument only. But to produce a

plausible simulation of 'firing' probably all that is needed is some way of producing a lively
clash of diatonic dissonance.
Change-ringing is a centuries-old, arcane, quasi-musical activity or pastime rooted in
mathematical procedures and realised by the skilful coordination of the bell ringers.
Compared to music as conventionally understood it is not melodic or harmonic and not
even rhythmic except for the steady flow of rung bells. It is never written in conventional
musical notation but in columns of numbers. The strange sounding titles, Grandsire,
Stedman, Plain Bob are not musical compositions but methods for producing changes. The
overall aim, to give as an example of six bell ringers on six bells, is to play over and over
again the six bells each time in a different order of play. But there are many other
considerations too.
Bell-ringing in patterns is very old. Change-ringing originated around 1600 and detailed
'methods' were first published in the second half of the17th century. Primarily, changeringing is for the edification of the ringers: the pleasures of ringing itself or as a test of
memory and endurance. (A full 'peal' can take over three hours to play). There is no
audience, or rather the audience is not a voluntary one; it is everyone in earshot of the bells.
Nevertheless composers of music for plucked instruments have occasionally tried to write
pieces of music specifically to evoke the sound of bells and perhaps even of change-ringing
itself. Twenty Waies Upon the Bells by Thomas Robinson (1603), from the earliest days of
change-ringing, is a lute duet with twenty repeated two-bar phrases over a drone-like
figure. In the mid 18th century, James Oswald, writing under the pseudonym Antonio
Pereyra da Costa, composed Serenata IX St Mary's Overves Bells with fourteen repeated
four-bar phrases. Here are the openings:

Figure 15: Thomas Robinson (The Schoole of Musicke 1603) and James Oswald, XII
Serenata's [sic] for the Guittar, Antonio Pereyra Da Costa [James Oswald] c.1760)
In the quotation given earlier, It might have been the young age of Master Parker that 'fairly
fetched the audience when he played 'triple bob major'. The writer assumes that the
newspaper readers will know that 'triple bob major' is a method for generating changes on
eight bells. Master Parker must have been playing ever-changing sequences of eight notes,

the scale of C major, without repeating any sequences and achieving this by using the triple
bob method. On any other instrument than the fairy bells this might seem utterly pointless.
Change ringing is a remarkable feat of coordination as the bell-ringers successfully operate
the bells and accurately follow the 'method' but is quite a different matter when a single
player on any musical instrument plays the same thing. The fairy bells, however, is an
instrument that could plausibly play change-ringing because it's designed to imitate church
bells. But more than that; there is something almost mesmeric in the constantly changing
patterns in change-ringing, a bit like a sonic kaleidoscope (or indeed like some kinds of
minimalism in 20th century music, or music from other cultures). A fairy bells player playing
sections of a change-ringing method, combined with the undulating or whooshing sound of
the swung fairy bells, could be as striking today as it seems to have been in the past.
It's clear enough why the fairy bells were called 'bells'; the instrument supposedly imitates
them. But why 'fairy'? The connotations and associations of the word 'fairy' then and
nowadays are probably rather different. 'fairy' to us seems distinctly childish after decades
of Disney-style marketing to child consumers. It's true that the fairy bells was occasionally
played before audiences of children and that some children played the instrument but it
was not primarily designed for children.
Perhaps the term 'Magic Bells' (which was never actually used) might capture the idea of
the enchantment and charm that the instrument is meant to evoke. The notion of a 'magic
trick' captures both the understanding of the trick as nothing more than a clever ruse but
also the frisson that audiences may be witnessing something genuinely mysterious. The fairy
bells - or magic bells - is just a box of wires being waved around but somehow, magically,
produces the sounds of actual bells pealing and pealing and chiming faraway in the distance
and then, magically, nearby.
I suspect that fairy bells' performers not only learnt their peals and chimes (as well as
popular melodies) but they also mastered a stage presence and a form of 'patter' so that in
talking and playing to the audience they could (rather like a magician) play on the
suggestibility of the people before them who were led to hear more bell sounds than the
little instrument was actually producing. The audience may have been even more willing or
suggestible if the fairy bells performer followed some rather weak and predictable
performances by the other items in the 'entertainment'. (I will give an example of this sort
of 'patter' shortly but it is for another instrument, not the fairy bells).
In the 1890s, although there are more reports of fairy bells being played than in previous
decades, there are fewer mentions of bells' imitations. The formula remains: "'So and So
gave a selection on the fairy bells' and it would be reasonable to expect something
campanological in every fairy bells' performance. Increasingly from the 1890s onwards, the
fairy bells was played in entertainments along with new or novel instruments such as the
auto-harp, banjo, xylophone, Japanese fiddle and others. Nevertheless, well into the 20th
century there are occasional reminders that the instrument played imitations of bells and
change-ringing and could (to the satisfaction of the reporter) make the bells seem near or
far away.
Despite the limited range of notes on the fairy bells (no more than 16 diatonic notes, it
would seem) performers always also played popular melodies and accompanied singers and

were themselves accompanied by piano, guitar, mandoline and other instruments. In the
newspaper reports the performer on the fairy bells is often commended both for the
sweetness of the sound and the expressive nature of the performance of popular airs.
From the late 1870s reports show some professional music hall performers using the fairy
bells very much as a novelty instrument alongside other novelty instruments as in these
advertisements:

Figure 16: Two Advertisements for professional players of the fairy bells.
In 1906 the Beka Record company issued the following discs: The Pretty One, The Musing
Snow-drop and The Black Forest Chiming Clocks. As reported by Talking Machine News, (1
October): 'These pieces are quite a novelty...for they are records of fairy bells with
orchestral accompaniment.' Newspaper reports frequently mention the fairy bells being
accompanied by a single instrument but never by an orchestra, not even a small one.
However many other Beka recordings of this time have 'orchestral accompaniments',
including banjo and xylophone recordings. Probably these recordings are trying to emulate
the music hall context with a house orchestra accompanying the professional performers on
stage.
It's also hard to imagine how successfully a mono recording of that time could effectively
capture the undulating sound of the fairy bells. And part of the effectiveness of a fairy bells'
performance would surely be the spectacle of it being played. Despite these doubts, the

review in Talking Machine News (October 1, 1906) continues: 'The music is sweet and
delicate and as elusive as the wind singing among trees.'
The Beka Record Company issued other recordings 'with fairy bells' and In 1908 in their
January list announced double-sided discs including Boulanger March and Jongleur Gallop
for 'fairy bells with Orchestra.' But in Talking Machine News for January of the same year a
reviewer writes, confusingly, that Boulanger March (Beka 5606, the same as just
mentioned) and Souvenir de Petersburg' are orchestral pieces 'coupled with fairy Bell
effects.'
Chris Goodwin managed to find on YouTube both Boulanger March (5606), now on the John
Bull Record label along with Souvenir de Petersburg. (See Appendix for links). The short-lived
John Bull label issued discs with the same numbers as the Beka discs. Unfortunately the
lively playing we hear (a march and a polka) is not the fairy bells but some sort of mallet
instrument, probably a glockenspiel.
Another, earlier, recording from 1899 by G.H. Snazelli probably gives a truer impression of
what a 'selection' on the fairy bells might have been like. (See Appendix for link). Again, the
instrument is not the fairy bells but probably a set of chimes (i.e. bars or tubes). The
recording includes the Canterbury Chimes and 'Abide with Me'. Admittedly, it is meagre fare
and a similar medley on the fairy bells might well be more compelling.
The fairy bells isn't the only instrument that was swung or even rotated as it was played in
order to imitate bells. Some music hall performers used the concertina to imitate bells and
these imitations were taken up by street performers and amateur players. In the early 1900s
Henri Albano published his 'Imitation of Church Bells and Organ...arranged for
Concertina...as performed by the Author...'. As described by Stuart Eydmann,40 this piece, is
a medley, and it opens with 'Caller Herrin' and then a peal:
'In the English concertina setting, the peal is played in octaves. This is followed by
"The Bells" in which the player is instructed to "swing the instrument to obtain the
effect of chimes" and to play very quietly "to imitate bells in the distance". The peal
rises in volume and leads into a rapid arpeggio or "firing" before an imitation of the
Westminster chimes and the sound of Big Ben striking the hour.
The medley continues with another tune and then some more peals and finally ends with
'Abide With Me'. Although the invention of the concertina predates the fairy bells by
decades it seem likely that concertina players in the early years of the 1900s were copying
the sort of thing that performers on the fairy bells had been doing for at least a couple of
decades before this.
Henri Albano's piece gives a picture of the sort of medley, or 'selection ' that fairy bells'
performers played. It includes 'firing' which is sometimes mentioned in newspaper reports
of fairy bells' performances. 'Firing' is where all the bells are rung at once or almost
simultaneously. Albano's score represents this with a very rapid downward scale (but not, as
stated in the score, as an arpeggio!).

The idea mentioned earlier that a performer on the fairy bells might have been playfully
relying on the suggestibility of the audience is given some support in a transcription from a
gramophone recording from the 1930s by the Scottish concertina player George Morris.
(transcription made by Stuart Eydmann41 ) The following extract is from his monologue, 'A
Sunday Morning Ramble':

Figure 17: extract from a monologue by George Morris

These two references from the world of the concertina (Albano's piece, 'Imitation of Church
Bells and Organ' and the monologue by George Morris) demonstrate how a fairy bells
selection might have been performed.
The Oxford Dictionary of Musical Instruments, the V&A Catalogue (Part 2) and Groves
Dictionary of Music and Musicians all claim that the fairy bells was also popular in France
around 1900. So far I have not found any evidence of the instrument in France or anywhere
outside of Britain
These same references also claim that the fairy bells was a popular instrument with street
musicians and so far I have found very little evidence of this. Newspapers rarely mention
street performers but there is a brief reference in the Leicester Daily Post, (5 April 1911 p.5).
It is a short opinion piece on a news story that some street musicians in London had been
allowed to give a concert and the writer in the Leicester Daily Post is pouring scorn on the

same thing happening in Leicester. It suggests a somewhat negative perception of the
instrument and its players: '...there are the performers on "fairy bells" , who hover round
public-house doors; and there are a host of others of a hardly more promising type.'
Outside of the world of street performers, touring professionals and Music Hall artists who
included the fairy bells as just one part of their acts, the impression given by newspaper
reports is that the world of the fairy bells was a rather sober one. The Parish Guide of 1887
(mentioned earlier) gave instructions and guidance for clergy and lay-helpers on suitable
material for 'entertainments'. Many fairy bells' performances took place in Temperance
Society meetings and among the items in the 'entertainment' would be readings about the
ill effects of alcohol. Tom Plant (later Major Tom Plant) and Miss Clough (later Mrs. Clough
Herring) toured for years on behalf of the Salvation Army and included the fairy bells in their
performances.
As early as 1902, Dr Barnardo's Musical Boys (mentioned briefly earlier) were giving
concerts that included the fairy bells along with hand bells, dulcimers, xylophones, bagpipes
and other instruments. Successive generations of boys kept the ensemble going for decades.
Barnardo's Musical Boys were seen by thousands of people as they toured the country,
often playing in small venues, raising money for charitable work. They also made radio
broadcasts. The Musical Boys still included the fairy bells in their appearances long after it
was widely popular. The instrument slowly slipped into oblivion in the 1940s although a few
elderly people are reported as playing the instrument in Darby and Joan Clubs in the 1950s.

Finally, a few words about the origin of the fairy bells. Modern reference sources all
describe the fairy bells as a simplified version of the 18th century bell harp and, for some as
yet unknown reason, revived in the 1860s or 1870s. The fairy bells and the 18th century
instruments are so similar in some ways that it is difficult to believe that there is no
connection between them. But, so far, I have failed to establish a connection. Unless some
new evidence surfaces it looks like the bell harp and English harp, which never achieved
much popularity anyway, fell completely out of view by the end of the 18th century. For at
least half a century there is currently no evidence of anyone playing any kind of swinging
zither.
Ian Woodfield in “The Mythology of the English Harp.” The Galpin Society Journal, vol. 33,
1980, pp. 133–134) found some references to a 'humble Norfolk musician' who acquired a
bell harp in 1790 and is recorded as playing it on a few occasions in the 1790s. He thinks
that 'these references provide a chronological link between John Simcock's instruments of
the mid 18th century and those of R. Cook & Co. in the latter part of the 19th century.'
Woodfield surmises: 'Perhaps the tradition of bell-harp playing survived throughout this
whole period deep in the English countryside among bell-ringers and other rural musicians.'
It seems far too bold to claim that a chronological link has been established between the
bell harp in the 18th century and the fairy bells in the 1870s simply on the basis of this
evidence. These scant references from Norfolk could just as well show the final decline and
then disappearance of the bell harp by the beginning of the 19th century. Although it is an
attractive idea that there was some sort of hidden tradition of bell harp playing 'deep in the

English countryside', without some more evidence from 1800 to 1870 it must remain just an
attractive idea.
A different approach could be to consider the fairy bells not merely as a simplified revival
of a more sophisticated instrument, but as a clever re-invention which turned out to be
more successful than the original. The simplicity of a single-strung instrument with far fewer
strings allows for an instrument that can be more easily and effectively swung and even
rotated when played. Cook's advertisements exaggerate the possibilities of the instrument
but it does produce a unique sound and that sound is produced in a unique manner
(although it is wholly eclipsed today with sophisticated technologies of sound production
and manipulation).
Anyone in the 19th century could have seen, or read about, the strange 18th century
instruments that were swung like bells and had the curious disposition of strings giving a
scale that ascended only half way across the instrument and then continued from the other
side back to the centre. Wherever Richard Cook got the idea from it was his, or someone's,
clever idea to name the instrument as the 'fairy bells' and launch it as novelty instrument
with sound effects.
At least two people claimed to be the inventor of the fairy bells. The most frequently
mentioned performer in all the newspaper reports is Mr. Hargreaves Gill and several
advertisements, such as this one, declare him as the inventor:
'...the inventor and clever manipulator of the "fairy bells"...'42
Hargreaves Gill is mentioned many times, especially in Liverpool newspapers, and he once
played before the Prince of Wales and other members of Royalty. An entry in the Blackburn
Standard 1884:
'Mr. Hargreaves Gill, Royal fairy Bell Performer, under the special patronage of
H.R.H. Prince of Wales, has kindly consented to give a Selection on the fairy bells.' 43
According to notes by his family online, he was born in Accrington in 1845 and was
originally a mill worker. He was also a freemason and there are newspaper reports of Bro.
Gill playing the fairy bells at masonic events. He spent many years in Liverpool and at one
point (according to his family) he was a Book Keeper. He moved to Blackburn in 1883.
Did Mr. Hargeaves Gill (of Accrington, Liverpool and Blackburn) know or read about 18th
century English harps or bell harps and devise his own version that was then taken up and
developed by the London pianoforte-maker, Richard Cook? Without any further evidence
this doesn't seem very likely.
Another person with a claim to be the inventor of the fairy bells is mentioned in an
obituary in the Manchester Courier and the Lancashire General Advertiser in 1892. The
newspaper records the death of Mr. C.E. Locke,
'...late of Stratford-road and formerly of Ducie-street, Strangeway .. who... was
widely known and highly esteemed in musical circles. He was a successful maker of
pianofortes and claimed to be the inventor of the seven octave, and the seven and

one-third pianos, the Lancashire fairy bells, keyed steel harmonicans, and other
instruments...'44
C.E. Locke, then, claimed to be the inventor of the fairy bells or rather, the Lancashire fairy
bells. I can find no other references to the 'Lancashire fairy bells' and nothing suggests it is a
peculiarly Lancashire instrument.
There have been hundreds of 'pianoforte makers' in Britain and C.E. Locke is, indeed, one of
them. He exhibited in the 1862 International Exhibition in London.
'Locke, Charles Edward, 7 Great Ducie Street, Manchester, the peri, campanula, or
fairy bells'45
The Popular Guide to this Exhibition very briefly notes:
'The "Peri Camanula," or fairy bells, is a pretty, pleasing instrument by Locke'46
And in the Dublin International Exhibition of 1865 Locke is listed as being at 36 Dulcie Street,
Manchester. He exhibited:
'Peri campanula, or fairy bells for solos or accompaniment'47
He also exhibited 'fairy pianettes (self acting)' and, whatever they might have been, it shows
his liking for 'fairy' in the descriptions of his inventions.
So much is clear: Locke exhibited an instrument called the fairy bells in 1862 in London and
in Dublin in 1865 and his obituary claims he was the inventor of the Lancashire fairy bells.
Perhaps Richard Cook got the idea from Locke?
It is also equally possible that Cook's 'peri campanula or fairy bells' is something completely
different from the fairy bells that R. Cook produced and which became so popular in the
following decades.

Appendix – some recordings online
1. 'Rounds'. In one of the earliest advertisements Richard Cook claims, 'Anyone can at once
produce enchanting imitations of a peal of bells.' Almost certainly this meant playing
'rounds', simply a downward scale. Perhaps the potential customer was handed an 8-string
model and told to put his or her thumbs on the two innermost strings and then simply pull
the right thumb over the four strings to the outside of the instrument and then told to pull
the left thumb over the other four strings towards the left hand side. The result is a
downward scale. If the result is a bit uneven it wouldn't matter; the fairy bells is imitating
eight bell ringers and eight bell ringers will often be more or less uneven.
The result, when swung, might sound something like this (here in D rather than C):
http://www.pluckedturkeys.co.uk/FBsounds/rounds.mp3

2) A simple chime would not be difficult to learn, like this:
http://www.pluckedturkeys.co.uk/FBsounds/whittington.mp3

3) And a simple song. The Bell Ringing.
http://www.pluckedturkeys.co.uk/FBsounds/thebellringing.mp3

4) Chris Goodwin found two early recordings supposedly for 'Fairy Bells with orchestra'. But
the instrument we hear is some sort of mallet instrument, probably a glockenspiel. It's very
lively and attractive music but a long way from the world of the fairy bells, especially as
played by amateurs.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBwKiBHM0IY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ozb5BKne6uQ

5) There is an even earlier recording from 1899 of G. H, Snazelli playing some kind of metal
chime instrument. It is very basic and probably much closer to a fairy bells performance
than the professional recordings listed above.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TyaK0yz2FMQ
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